The origin of Origin... began in 2010.
ORIGIN

50 team members in 5 Years!
The Origin Philosophy

- Maximizing Potential
- Breaking Down Silos
- Connecting Dots
ORIGIN

We take all this

- Downloads
- Time to Decision
- Late Reviewers
- Average Review Time
- Impact Factor
- Page Budget
- Reporting Guidelines
- Acceptance Rate
- Altmetrics
And we boil it down to our core

Peer Review Management
ORIGIN

Our mission: to enhance the author, reviewer and reader experience.
We do not just manage journals. We *improve* them.

Big or small, quarterly or weekly, 100 submissions or 12,000 – the philosophy and the goal is the same.
Data driven solutions, such as modeling reviewer behavior, to improve performance outcomes.
We take a lot of pride in turning around struggling titles.

We do not just push papers through. We think about the quality and timeliness of peer review management.

How can we best help each and every title we work on?
We do not just work in the industry, we help lead it.

Three Presidents of ISMTE.
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Jason Roberts, Origin’s Senior Partner, is Chair of the Year of the Reporting Guidelines campaign for the Equator Network.

**Origin practices what he preaches**


ORIGIN

But wait, there’s more.

We do more than just peer review management.
RFPs

We strive to unlock the potential every journal has to compete with the very best titles.
Consultations
Editorial office performance audits and benchmarking
Impact Factor
Advertising
Online presence
More than 30 journals

6 publishers

From Anesthesiology to Wilderness and Environmental Medicine
Origin also manages an entire suite of physics journals for one publisher.

Our philosophies on best practices for peer review management succeed across disciplines.
Happy 5th Birthday to us!
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Whatever happened to that idea for a managing editor’s society?

ISMTE

◆ 500 members
◆ Two well attended and well regarded annual conferences per year – Europe and North America – soon to add a third meeting in Asia
◆ EON newsletter – the crown jewel in the ISMTE universe
◆ Widespread industry support and sponsorship
We ask our clients –

Where are you now and where do you want to be?

Then we listen.
Time’s Up!

About your speaker:
Name: Glenn Collins
Company: Origin Editorial
Tel:  858-472-8165
Email: gcollins@origineditorial.com
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http://www.origineditorial.com/